PRESS RELEASE

metaphacts acquires SearchHaus
and adds smart data search
engine GraphScope to its portfolio
Walldorf, Germany, August 22, 2017 – metaphacts, a leading provider of
knowledge graph management solutions, today announced the acquisition of
SearchHaus, a startup specialized on search solutions for graph data, thus
expanding its product portfolio as well as its team. GraphScope™, SearchHaus’
signature product, enables users to instantly find precise answers in large data
graphs using keyword search. Dr. Daniel Herzig-Sommer, CEO of SearchHaus,
will be joining the metaphacts management team as Chief Operating Officer.
“GraphScope delivers ground-breaking innovations in the area of semantic
technologies. We are extremely excited to add GraphScope to our product portfolio
and to make it available to our customers, and we look forward to have Daniel on
board as COO”, commented Dr. Peter Haase, CEO at metaphacts.
Through the SearchHaus acquisition, metaphacts is strategically expanding its
product portfolio and bringing SearchHaus’ deep search expertise in-house.
GraphScope is a smart data search engine for graph data – it translates keyword
searches into database queries and delivers precise results, taking into account
contextual relationships. This allows customers to satisfy their information needs in
seconds and focus on their goals, instead of wasting valuable time searching for the
right information.
metaphacts and SearchHaus customers will benefit from an enhanced portfolio for
creating and managing knowledge graphs, as GraphScope will be continued and
fully integrated into metaphacts’ knowledge graph management platform,
metaphactory. In the future, the integrated product offering will also be made
available to customers as a cloud solution.
“This is an exciting time of opportunity in the world of Smart Data. The SearchHaus
team is looking forward to joining forces with metaphacts to help customers
leverage the value of their data and reach smarter business decisions. GraphScope
is domain-independent and is already used in industries such as life sciences,
cultural heritage, and agriculture. It thus fits perfectly into the metaphacts
portfolio”, added Dr. Daniel Herzig-Sommer. At metaphacts, Dr. Herzig will be in
charge of the technical development of GraphScope and will take over customerfacing and sales-related activities for all metaphacts solutions.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About metaphacts
metaphacts GmbH aims at empowering customers to build and manage their own
knowledge graphs to extract the most value out of their data, enable transparency and, as
such, reach smarter business decisions. With this goal, metaphacts provides the expertise,
products, and services to create thematically specialized knowledge graphs in areas such as
business, finance, life sciences, cultural heritage, and more. metaphacts’ end-to-end
platform, metaphactory, includes technology for data acquisition and integration, authoring
new content, as well as linking to and reusing external knowledge sources. Using the
standards-based metaphacts portfolio, custom applications utilizing knowledge graphs can
be created much more rapidly. For more information about metaphacts and its solutions
please visit www.metaphacts.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About SearchHaus
SearchHaus GmbH is a Karlsruhe based startup specialized on structured search solutions.
Its software GraphScope is a graph search engine which enables users to find precise
answers in large knowledge graphs without the need to know formal database languages or
data schemas. Users enter keyword searches, which are interpreted by GraphScope and
translated into database queries.
Customers use GraphScope in the pharma, life-sciences, agricultural and manufacturing
industry, to leverage the value of their data.
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